Sandblasting

Powder coating is an extremely durable, uniform, epoxy based coating that is baked
onto metal in our large 8’ x 8’ x 16’ oven. We have hundreds of colors and textures
from which to choose. Prime has more than ten years experience powder
coating wheels, chassis, frames, furniture, gates, rails, motorcycles, bicycles and
many other items.

Sandblasting, through which rust and/or old paint can be removed, is a necessary step
to properly prepare a metal surface for powder coating. We often sandblast car bodies
for local automotive refinishers and classic auto restoration projects. Contractors and
furniture designers also bring raw lumber in for blasting, resulting in a raised wood
grain with an aged look. Generally speaking, sandblasting can be a helpful tool to any
customer who needs to quickly strip and prep a surface to be sealed.

Our History
Prime Fabrication was established in 2001 by its owner/operator, Trevor Streech. Prime began as a fabricator for the
marine industry, producing rails, T-tops, tuna towers and other polished stainless items on yachts. Within a few years,
Prime expanded its fabricating repertoire to include homes and high-end retail locations throughout LA & Orange Counties.
Prime also added a powder coating and sandblasting line to provide its customer base a one-stop shop for their metal
projects, big and small. Most recently, in 2011, Prime became a licensed structural steel contractor focusing on custom
homes in coastal areas of Orange County. The ability to meet all our clients’ metal needs and a history of excellent
customer service has led to our continuous expansion and success.
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Structural Steel
Fabrication & Erection

Experience The Difference

Powder Coating

Structural Steel
• Fabrication
• Erection
Architectural Stainless
• Railings
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Marine / Yacht
• Towers
• Rod Holders
• Railings
• Custom Builds
Powder Coating / Blasting
• Furniture
• Automotive
• Wheels

Specialties

Please inquire about our convenient
one day wheel service which includes
tire dismount, remount and balance.

Our team is highly skilled in metal fabrication and
installation including but not limited to: structural steel
construction, marine and architectural stainless, aluminum,
and tube bending. Projects requiring the following are all
satisfied by our in-house team: media treatment via
sandblasting and powder coating & welding by TIG, MIG,
stick and flux core. We outsource sheet metal, water jet
and laser cutting detail work.
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Prime’s structural steel department is a professional, efficient and experienced
team. Most of the work we perform is on residences in the coastal areas of
Orange County. We work with prestigious contractors and have established
an excellent reputation in the construction business. Prime Fabrication is C51
licensed and bonded with all requisite insurance.

In late 2008 at the peak of the recession, Prime Fabrication expanded its interest in
custom architectural jobs from residential to include commercial venues as well. This
was a simple and successful transition. Since then, we have completed many high end
projects in the L.A. metro area, including custom work for the Andaz West Hollywood
Hotel, Topshop and Dolce & Gabbana. Our architectural department specializes in
brushed and polished stainless handrails, guardrails & spiral staircases.

Marine fabrication is the foundation of our business and was the original inspiration behind
Prime Fabrication. Trevor Streech, as the son of a lifelong waterman and yacht designer,
inherited a passion for boating. He has extensive knowledge and appreciation for this
specialized field of work. Trevor takes great pride in designing and crafting beautiful, high
quality stainless marine fixtures. Rails, T-tops, towers, rod holders, transom name plates,
and dingy chocks are just a few of the needs we have met for our boating clientele.

